
Leadership Team 7/11/21

Members present: Jackie Stein, Liz Griffin, Kenny Walker, Megan Dunn, Max Sarosdy, Scott
Rimer, Saunie Butts, Beth lape, Nancy Esber, Dick Garriot, Larry Sarosdy, Andrea Jenkins

Devotional- Beth

Minutes approved from June meeting approved pending one typo (offered, not overed)

Coordinator report action Items- Social Hall AC- Larry gave an update of AC.  LT voted months
ago to replace compressors, which was done.  Shortly after there was a power outage that fried
the circuit boards (VFD boards) of the new system. It shut the boards down and tripped two of
the three breakers.  They rigged electrical boards so we could continue to have AC, but need
the replacements ASAP.  We have an estimate to $2,774.22 to replace VFDs and add phase
monitors.  Until replaced, we are working on lower efficiency ACs.  Larry also recommends
putting in phase monitors on the sanctuary AC units (around $500, but no final estimate).  LT
voted unanimously to repair the Social Hall AC and to add phase monitors. He will ask about the
phase monitors in the sanctuary and get back to LT with a quote.

Parsonage plan-
The parsonage team went on a walkthrough and provided us with a list of repairs to be done
and also with an update of where the team is in terms of deciding what to do with the parsonage
now that it isn’t being lived in.  Dick gave an update of what has been done and hasn’t.  The
contract we had to wrap the parsonage contacted Dick and said they would not be able to follow
through because they underbid it significantly.  Three current scenarios: 1. Rent the house and
use the income to repair the parsonage.  We would most likely have to pay real estate tax.  It
would require carpeting, painting, and small exterior repairs. A rental property assessment will
be done to see what minimal work needs to be done. 2. Selling the parsonage: We would not
do as much repair, we would sell it as is.  We would need to subdivide the property.  There is a
25’ city owned right of way that would have to be reassigned.  There is a VA Power easement
that would have to be divided as well.   3. Keeping the house as a parsonage- doing substantial
work to make it usable as a parsonage.  We could rent in the interim and do the work to
subdivide.  Regulations  are that new parsonages not be right next to the church.  We have
been grandfathered in.  The current trend in UMC is trying to keep pastors for many more years,
it is unlikely we will need the house as a parsonage. Team gives parsonage committee
blessings to move ahead and continue to check on our options.

Transitions- Acolytes- Do we have folks in the church that actively want to be acolytes?  Do we
want that position to still happen?  We should consider whether or not we want that to continue.
Beth will contact Debi Lupton about altar guild.

Financial concerns- We are currently on a spending freeze.  All unnecessary items should be
held off.  Max asked about current computer screens, we will hold off on ordering screens.
Megan asked if we should be holding off.  We are currently just over 30k in the red for the year.



We need a sit down with Tarah to have a full picture of where we are.  Scott suggested a written
statement to go out to the congregation.  Our congregation is great at stepping up, we need to
communicate with them how we are doing.  Larry would like a more defined budget, as he is
spending the majority of our budget outside of payroll. He would like a more clear picture for
him and for the rest of the church.

Healthy Church Team - upcoming events (UMW)- not a LT item, postponed

Keeping the Congregation Informed - one time update, newsletter inserts- covered in the
financial conversation

Mileage reimbursement- Larry asked for mileage reimbursement, as he is using his own vehicle
to pick up supplies.  It was approved to reimburse staff at .55/mile. Max will create a form to
make sure this is taken care of from an office record standpoint.

All- previous tasks update:
Roof update- update in report, lightning protection system supposed to be removed 7/12, roof to
be started when materials arrive.

Boy Scout bus usage **- Gary has rescinded his request to use the bus.  Larry has provided bus
forms for our voting.  Jackie suggested wording change in vehicle use policies- suggested
phrasing “oversight of vehicle use.” Question on vehicle emergency procedures- second bullet
asks to park the vehicle to the left hand side.  It should have been the right hand.  Regardless of
status of bus, BSA trip was not a CUMC related activity. Review of BSA charter by CUMC for
new pastors.

Civic league library boxes- Liz spoke with Bill, they would like to place a mailbox by the paved
parking lot, we can choose the location. Saunnie suggested we do the same type of system for
a food pantry in the future.  Larry and Liz will figure out a space for this.

Leadership Team Teambuilding session  - July 18, 1-4 Liz chatted with Jason and the meeting
will be a session 1-4.  Reminder to read Mission Possible to refresh our memories before the
workshop.

Max joyfully volunteered to do the devotional for next month.

Kenny prayed us out at 3:35pm


